
A Revolution in 
Technology in 
the late 1800s

The rise of the United States as an 
economic power



USA became an economic power

• economy = (noun) system of jobs, money, buying 

and selling, and making things, banking

• economic = (adjective) related to the economy;  

related to money, jobs, buying and selling, etc. 

• etc. = et cetera = and more like this  



USA became an economic power

The USA became an economic power during the 

1800s because of new inventions and industry. 

industry = making things in factories

The railroad industry helped start other industries. 

In the late 1800s, many new inventions were 

developed. 



“Necessity is the mother of all 

invention.”



Life Changing Inventions



Essential Questions
• How does capitalism (a type of economy) encourage 

innovation and invention?

the profit motive, competition, private ownership of 

property, free enterprise

• How does government encourage innovation and 

invention?

granting patents, trademarks, copyrights; providing

financial aid(grants or loans), laissez-faire policy



Capitalism

• Capitalism = the economic system used in the USA;  

Individuals can start and own businesses.  

• The government does not control most businesses. 

• People are free to make money.  



Invent and innovate
• invent = to make new thing for the first time

• innovate = to change or improve something  



American Inventors and 
Innovators



Edwin Drake



Edwin Drake

First to successfully drill for 

oil in the ground

Developed a method for 

drilling deep oil wells



Thomas Edison

“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain 
way to succeed is always to try just one more time.”



Thomas Edison

Thomas Edison developed the light 

bulb. 

Some say he invented the light bulb. 

Others say he improved the light 

bulb.   He was an innovator. 

Either way, thanks to Thomas Edison, 

the electric light was made. 





George Westinghouse



George Westinghouse

Drake invented an air brake for 

railroads which made trains 

safer. 



Samuel Morse

“What hath God wrought?”



Samuel Morse

Morse invented the telegraph.   He also invented Morse Code.  

For the first time, messages could be sent over a long distance by using 

electricity. 

(sort of like text messages – years before the phone was invented) 



Alexander Graham Bell

“Mr. Watson, come here, I want to see you.”



Alexander Graham Bell

1876 – Bell invented the telephone



Henry Bessemer

Bessemer developed a method of making steel from iron. 

This process made more steel available at lower cost. 



Gustavus Swift

Swift was involved in the meat packing industry. 

He developed the first refrigerated railroad car. 

This made it possible to ship meat long distance without it going bad. 



Wilber and Orville Wright

The Wright Brothers were the first inventors to build and fly an airplane. 

Their first flight took place at Kitty Hawk, NC in 1903.



Christopher Sholes
• Helped develop the first 

typewriter

• Developed the QWERTY 

keyboard still in use today



Charles Goodyear

• Developed the process vulcanize 

rubber.

• Vulcanization makes rubber harder, 

durable, and smooth. 

• Vulcanized rubber was used to make 

tires, rubber boots, and other products. 



Vulcanized rubber was used for making tires, 

boots, and other products. 

The Goodyear company still makes both tires 

and soles for shoes. 



Elisha Otis

• Developed a 

safe elevator; 

brake prevented 

crashing if cable 

broke



Otis 

invented 

safety 

brakes for 

elevators



Elias Howe and Isaac Singer

Both involved with inventing and 

innovating the sewing machine



Essential Questions
• What are the positives and negatives of capitalism?

Positives:  ability to make money, strong economy, 

economic progress, high standard of living,

innovation

Negatives: social classes, waste, income inequality


